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ABSTRACT

In the scope of the international SETH project (focused on boron dilution sequences), the
Spanish Nuclear Regulatory Commission (CSN) and the electric energy industry of Spain (UN-
ESA) have promoted in Spain a national project for the analysis and application of the SETH
results to the Spanish nuclear power plants. As part of this project, our team has performed a
review and analysis of the different sequences that could lead to a boron dilution in the primary
circuit of a pressurized water reactor (PWR). On a first stage of the project we have analyzed
the different sequences and the phenomenologies that could lead to inadvertent boron dilution
in the primary system (about twenty different sequences are described in the literature), the
core damage frequency of each one, the projects and experiments carried out on several exper-
imental facilities and the modifications performed in order to avoid or to mitigate this kind of
sequences. On a second one we have reviewed the relation between the operating procedures,
Westinghouse design reactors, and this kind of sequences. Finally we have analyzed the simu-
lation problems of these kind of sequences and performed several numerical simulations with
the TRAC-M (TRACE) code applied to numerical benchmarks and also to a 3D vessel model.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Spanish Nuclear Regulatory Commission (CSN) and the electric energy industry of
Spain (UNESA) have participated in the international SETH Project (2001-2004). This project
has consisted on the performance of several experiments related to boron dilution sequences
(SBLOCA and Loss of RHRS) in the PKL facility.

As part of their participation, CSN and UNESA have promoted in Spain a national project
(2003-2005) including the participation of several university groups, whose main objectives are
the analysis and simulation of SETH experiments and its application to the Spanish nuclear
power plants.

During the last two years our group has developed several activities,

• Review of bibliography related to boron dilution and LPSD (Low Power and ShutDown)
sequences (about 800 references were consulted), [1].

• Performance of a report about boron dilution sequences, including review of operational
and emergency procedures, [2].

• Performance of a report about LPSD sequences, including review of operational and
emergency procedures, [3].
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• Performance of a report about simulation problems related to boron dilution and LPSD
sequences, including simulation of several boron dilution benchmarks in 1D and 3D sys-
tems, [4].

• At present, we are working on Almaraz NPP model (TRACE code) and PKL model
(RELAP5/MOD3.3 code) at LPSD conditions to perform the simulation of transients
related to boron dilution during the loss of RHRS at midloop.

in this paper we describe the main conclusions of our work related with the boron dilution
scenarios.

2 CLASSIFICATION OF BORON DILUTION SEQUENCES

The boron dilution sequences can be classified in homogeneous dilution, which is a slow di-
lution with enough time to obtain an homogeneous dilution, and heterogeneous dilution, which
is due to formation of a slug of unborated water in some place inside the RCS, later this slug
is transported to the core by natural circulation or a RCP restart, Figure 1. The main difference
between both kinds of sequences is the rate of dilution, the first one is small, and its analysis
is covered by the Safety Analysis Report, and the second one is large, and could cause strong
reactivity insertions inside the core. Anyway, a reactivity accident is possible only if excess
reactivity is greater than rod worth, which depends on burnup and RCS termohydraulic con-
ditions. This means that the conditions with more risk are at beginning of cycle (BOC-CZP)
without Xe, Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Slug transport during the restart of a RCP. Excess reactivity and rod worth values
during the cycle

The heterogeneous dilution could be due to different reasons: extrinsic, when a system
injects slowly unborated water in the system which accumulates in some place of the RCS
without mixing with borated water, Figure 2, and intrinsic, when appears the reflux cooling
mechanism. This mechanism appears when the level in the RCS is low and the water begins to
boil. Then, the steam goes to SG tubes, where the steam condensates and transform in unborated
water that is split in two ways: the steam that condensates in the upflow side come back to the
core, where it is mixed with the borated water, and the steam that condensates in the downflow
side, which is accumulated in the loop seal, Figure 2.
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3 EXTRINSIC SEQUENCES

There are several kinds of sequences due to the injection of clean water by a system, the
most important are: Swedish scenario, French scenario, dilution during RCS filling, unborated
water in RHRS, boration after shutting off RCPs, dilution of refuelling cavity and dilution in
a tank connected to RCS which discharges clean water inadvertently. This group of sequences
could have a CDF ≈ 10

−5/r · y in some plants.

3.1 Swedish scenario

The reactor is shutdown and being cooled by the RHRS. As a result of a steam generator tube
leak, secondary water enters the reactor coolant system, and collects in the RCP suction piping,
steam generator outlet plenum and perhaps SG tubes, Figure 3. The existence of this pocket is
assumed to be undetectable by normal sampling. Subsequent start of the RCP sweeps the clean
water into the core, [5]. The normal startup procedure requires all reactor loops to be sampled.
This kind of sequences have not been considered in Spanish LPSD PRAs (CDF < 10

−7/r · y).

3.2 French scenario

The reactor has just been refuelled and is in the process of being started up. A boron dilution
(toward the critical boron concentration) is in progress when a loss of offsite power occurs,
resulting in trip of all RCPs. Decay heat is low and natural circulation does not occur in the
reactor coolant loops receiving the diluted charging flow from the Volume Control Tank (VCT).
Emergency power comes on and automatically restores the charging flow. When offsite power is
restored, the operators restarts one RCP, and the clean water is swept into the core, [6]. This kind
of sequences were quite important in French NPP, and due to this problem, several modifications
were performed ir order to reduce CDF, from 10

−4/r · y to < 10
−7/r · y. Westinghouse also

proposed several modifications on operational procedures that were implemented in Spanish
NPPs. In the review performed for Spanish NPPs, we found that: in Asco NPP is not possible
because,
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1. The charge pumps are not recovered automatically with emergency power.

2. The boron dilution paths are automatically isolated.

3. After the VCT is empty the aspiration is transferred to the RWST directly.

In the case of Almaraz NPP we consulted to plant personnel who confirmed that the boron
dilution paths are also automatically isolated since VCT valves fails closed.
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tripped RCPs 
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Figure 3: Swedish scenario and French scenario

3.3 Other extrinsic sequences

The other extrinsic sequences have a low CDF value: dilution during RCS filling (CDF <
10

−6/r · y ), unborated water in RHRS (CDF ≈ 10
−8/r · y), boration after shutting off RCPs

(very low, when the operator performs the boration is obligatory to have at least one pump on),
dilution of refuelling cavity and dilution in a tank connected to RCS which discharges clean
water inadvertently (CDF ≈ 10

−7
−10

−8/r·y). This group of sequences had a CDF ≈ 10
−5/r·y

in some plants, after the modifications performed in French plants and operational procedures
in Westinghouse there is CDF ≈ 10

−7/r · y.
There is only one kind of extrinsic sequences that is taking into account in Spanish PRAs.

It is the group of sequences related with the dilution at midloop due to the insertion of clean
water by the CVCS through different paths (CDF ≈ 10

−8/r · y).

4 INTRINSIC SEQUENCES

The main sequences are: SBLOCA, Loss of RHRS at midloop, LBLOCA, SGTR, LOFW-
ATWS and Pressurizer relief/safety valve leaks.

4.1 Loss of RHRS at midloop

In a loss of RHRS at midloop is possible to use the reflux-cooling mechanism to remove the
residual heat. Usually, most of the condensation occurs in the upside of the SG tubes. However,
if pressure is high enough, the steam could compress the air/N2 of the downside of the tubes
and generate condensation in the downside and the appearance of unborated water in crossover
leg, [7].
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Figure 5: Loss of RHRS sequences

One of the main problems of this kind of sequences is that clean water in crossover leg
is difficult to detect because the sampling is performed in the lower part of the pipe and the
unborated water could remain above the borated water due to the different densities.

The other problem is how could be eliminated the unborated water that remains in the
crossover leg. There are a few alternatives to do it,

1. The first option is to borate in a normal way: injecting borated water with CVCS.

But, if there is not natural circulation boron diffuses very slowly, and the stagnant unbo-
rated water could remain during several days on top of borated water with little mixing.

2. Drain the crossover legs.
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In the Spanish NPPs there are only two crossover legs with discharge lines to the CVCS,
Figure 2. We believe that in this case, one option could be the following procedure,

(a) First of all, refill the RCS,

(b) Drain the two crossover legs with connection to CVCS discharge lines,

(c) Start up one RCP of one of the drained crossover legs,

(d) Start up the second RCP of the second drained crossover leg,

(e) Maintain both RCPs running during a long period in order to promote the turbulent
mixing in the non drained crossover leg,

(f) Finally, start up the last RCP.

In any case, if this option is implemented it could be necessary to perform several calcu-
lations in order to check that before start up the last pump there is enough mixing in the
corresponding crossover leg.

3. Boration through the SG manway.

The borated water injected generates turbulent mixing that eliminates the unborated water
slug.

4.2 SBLOCA

This kind of transient has been an important issue in the NRC (Generic Safety Issue 185),
[8]. In a SBLOCA the RCS begins to depressurize and about 30 minutes later two phase natural
circulation is lost. Then the reflux condensation cooling begins and a slug of unborated water
is formed in descending half of the tubes, in the crossover leg, in the volume of the pump and
occasionally in the lower plenum of the vessel, Figure 6. Later this slug could be transported to
the core in several ways, Figure 7. Recent experimental and analytical studies shows that due
to mixing the natural circulation transport of the slug is not of concern and the case with RCP
restart has a very low probability value.
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Figure 6: Reflux cooling during SBLOCA with high/low level in the vessel
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4.3 ECCS hot leg recirculation phase in a LBLOCA in cold leg. Other intrinsic sequences

When boiling begins inside RCS the steam that is going out across the broken pipe has low
boron concentration. When the steam condensates,it is accumulated in the sump. During hot
leg recirculation phase the ECCS injects water taken from the sump without adding boron. This
could reduce the boron concentration into the core and reach critical conditions, Figure 8, [9].
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Figure 8: LBLOCA in cold leg, ECCS hot leg recirculation phase. SGTR with boron dilution.

One solution for this problem is to diminish the transition time from cold leg to hot leg
recirculation phase and the other is to avoid the switchover to hot leg recirculation phase.

The other intrinsic sequences have a very low CDF (SGTR, LOFW-ATWS and Pressurizer
relief/safety valve leaks).

4 MAIN PHENOMENA AND SIMULATION ISSUES

All these sequences can be summarized in a single scheme, Figure 9, in which is ob-
served that is necessary to simulate following phenomena with enough precision: condensation
with/without non-condensables, transport of unborated slug without numerical diffusion, Figure
10, (high order numerical methods) and turbulence mixing from crossover leg to core.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions for sequences of intrinsic type are,

• Sequences with transport of the slug by natural circulation don’t seem to be a problem of
safety, due to the high mixing that takes place along the path until the core.

• In the intrinsic sequences the main concern is the start up of a RCP.

It would be convenient to review the operational procedures and to check that those cau-
tions with respect to this issue are clear.

• Inside the intrinsic sequences it seems, taking into account the existent analysis, that the
most important sequences are,

1. Loss of RHRS at midloop or reduced inventory and,

2. SBLOCA.

• It would be appropriated that the operation group knows the sequences of intrinsic type
and how they should be managed.
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• It will be adequate to warn in the procedures of loss of the RHRS at midloop about the
possible existence and implications of a slug of unborated water.

In a more specific way, it would be important that the operators know how eliminating
the slug of unborated water.

In the case of the extrinsic ones it seems that they don’t outline an important problem for the
Spanish plants, due to the actuation logics, the alignments of the systems, and the instructions
included in the operational and emergency procedures. Anyway, it would be convenient to re-
view the operational and emergency procedures and to check that they include all the necessary
cautions with this kind of sequences.
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